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Apartment Brel
Region: Tignes Sleeps: 2

Overview
Experience the ultimate Alpine getaway with Apartment Brel, a beautiful one-
bedroom apartment nestled amongst the breathtaking beauty of Tignes. 
Prepare to be swept off your feet as you step into a world of quiet luxury, 
adventure, and relaxation.

Step inside this traditional Alpine abode and be greeted by an atmosphere that 
seamlessly blends contemporary comforts with traditional charm. With its 
spacious layout and thoughtfully curated furnishings, this apartment is the 
epitome of comfort and elegance for two.

The living area is a haven of tranquillity and warmth, bathed in natural light 
that spills through the expansive windows leading out onto a furnished balcony 
that overlooks the surrounding valley. Settle down on soft seats, snuggle up 
with a soft throw, and let the scenery beyond transport you to a state of laid-
back bliss.

The adjacent kitchen and dining area are cosy but well-equipped, featuring 
state-of-the-art appliances and all the amenities you need to channel your 
inner chef. Whether you're whipping up a hearty breakfast or preparing a 
gourmet feast for dinner, this space is sure to inspire your culinary creativity.

For sleeping arrangements, Apartment Brel features a single beautifully 
appointed bedroom, with soft furnishings perfectly accenting the traditional 
wooden architecture to create a space full of comfort and tranquillity. Settle 
down on the cloud-like beds adorned with luxurious linens, and let the serene 
ambience lull you into a restful sleep.

The apartment itself offers unparalleled convenience with its location, offering 
ski-in, ski-out access to breathtaking Alpine slopes. From door to piste, you 
can experience the thrill of gliding down the snow-covered pistes in mere 
minutes with Apartment Brel.

Tignes is not just about the slopes—it's a vibrant destination that offers 
something for everyone. When not skiing, immerse yourself in the resort's 
famous après-ski scene, savouring delicious cuisine, dancing to lively music, 
and enjoying the warm camaraderie of fellow adventurers.

As you explore the picturesque village you'll find plenty of opportunities for 
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boutique shopping, delicious dining, and relaxation.

Facilities
Chalet Apartment  •  Self-Catered  •  Ideal for Kids  •  Ideal for Teens  •  
Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Walk to Village  •  Walk to Restaurant  •  TV  •  Skiing  •  
Outstanding Landscapes  •  Outdoor Pursuit & Activities
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Interior & Grounds
Interiors
- Double or twin bedroom 
- Independent bathroom 
- Living room 
- Dining area
- TV lounge
- Semi-open fully fitted kitchen

Outdoor Grounds
- Balcony 
- South facing view 

Additional Facilities 
- TV 
- DVD player / Blu-ray 
- Washing-drying machine 
- Microwave 
- Oven 
- Dishwasher 
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Location & Local Information
Located in the heart of magnificent Tignes, Apartment Brel boasts an enviable 
position that puts you right in the midst of all the action. Getting to the 
apartment is fabulously easy, with convenient access by road from major cities 
and airports such as Lyon or Geneva, or by train to the nearby Bourg-Saint-
Maurice station. Once you arrive, you'll find yourself immersed in a winter 
wonderland that offers a wealth of exciting activities and breathtaking sights.

Ski enthusiasts will be in heaven with the apartment's ski-in, ski-out access, 
allowing you to strap on your skis and hit the slopes in no time at all. 
Renowned for its world-class skiing opportunities, Tignes offers over 300km of 
pristine slopes catering to all levels of expertise. Whether you're a seasoned 
pro or a beginner taking your first steps onto the mountain, there's something 
suitable for everyone here.

Beyond skiing, Tignes offers a wonderful array of thrilling adventures. Seek an 
adrenaline rush with snowmobiling or ice climbing, scaling the vertical beauty 
of a frozen waterfall under the guidance of trained experts. Or, for those 
seeking a slower pace, indulge in a spot of snowshoeing through the forest or 
ice skating in the village centre. Around the resort, be sure to take a moment 
to explore the charming streets lined with boutique shops, cosy cafes, and 
delicious restaurants that offer mountain favourites such as fondue or raclette.

Nature lovers will be in their element as they venture into the untouched 
wilderness surrounding Tignes. Embark on cross-country skiing expeditions to 
explore hidden trails and marvel at the untouched beauty of the snowy 
landscapes, discovering the frozen wonderland of Tignes as you go.

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Geneva Airport
(233 km)

Nearest Airport 2 Lyon Airport
(231 km)

Nearest Town/City Tignes 
(950 m)

Nearest Restaurant La Ferme des 3 Capucines
(350 m)

Nearest Bar/Pub Loop 
(850 m)
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Nearest Piste Digues
(30 m)

Nearest Supermarket Carrefour Montagne 
(800 m)
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What you should know…
Apartment Brel does not offer guest parking, so you’ll need to make separate arrangements in advance of arrival if you plan to 
drive to the resort.

Being centrally located, the apartment may experience some noise from nearby restaurants and bars during peak times.

There is no elevator access to Apartment Brel which may not be suitable for visitors with mobility issues.

What we love
We loved how quaint and cosy Apartment Brel was, perfect for a romantic 
getaway in the Alps.

The ski-in, ski-out access was fantastic and convenient for ski lovers like us.

Apartment Brel was perfectly positioned for us, just steps away from the 
slopes and a short walk into the town centre for shopping and dining.

What you should know…
Apartment Brel does not offer guest parking, so you’ll need to make separate arrangements in advance of arrival if you plan to 
drive to the resort.

Being centrally located, the apartment may experience some noise from nearby restaurants and bars during peak times.

There is no elevator access to Apartment Brel which may not be suitable for visitors with mobility issues.
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: Secure link sent to the client’s email to fill in the details of the client’s bank card online 2 weeks before the arrival for the amount of €800. Funds won’t be taken or blocked on the credit card in this case.

- Arrival time: Check-in 5.00 PM

- Departure time: Check-out 10.00 AM

- Energy costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price

- Heating costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price

- Linen & towels included?: Yes, included in the rental price

- End of stay cleaning included?: Yes. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra cleaning, laundry, maintenance and/or rubbish disposal 
required will be charged against the security deposit

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi internet access included

- Minimum stay: 7 nights

- Changeover day: Saturday

- Pets welcome?: Not allowed

- Smoking Allowed?: Smoking & Vaping are not permitted

- Insurance: Guests are required to be in possession of a valid insurance policy, which covers them for cancellations, loss of personal belongings, personal liability and any accidental damage caused during their stay


